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THE STORY OF THIS CAMPAIGN 

This is not a story about one big leap or one idea.  
It’s a story about lots and lots of insight and craft 
driven elements. About attention to creative detail 
that collectively adds up to success. 

Using research insight to tackle a whole series  
of audience barriers. 

Proving the previously unthinkable – that a fuel 
poverty campaign during the summer can be  
highly successful. 

Bucking the trend of declining response rates. 

And above all, helping over 1,600 of the households in 
Scotland hardest hit by fuel poverty to enjoy warmer 
winters and huge savings on energy costs. 



THE CHALLENGE OF MARKETING 
TO THE MARKETING IMMUNE. 

The Energy Assistance Package (EAP) is one of the 
Scottish Government’s flagship schemes tackling fuel 
poverty amongst the most vulnerable households 
with practical help. A vital part of meeting the 
Scottish Government’s targets for eradicating fuel 
poverty and ambitious targets of reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

It is marketed through a single point of contact 
– Home Energy Scotland.

Through the Hotline, the Scottish Government 
provides free central heating (CH), boiler installation 
or insulation installation to those who meet a set of 
detailed eligibility criteria. 

A core audience who have proved immune  
to past marketing
Different assistance schemes have targeted the fuel 
poverty audience in the past from Home Energy 
Scotland, the Energy Savings Trust (Scotland) and 
energy suppliers like Scottish Power, S&SE, British 
Gas Scotland and others.

The bottom line is exposure to a lot of marketing. 
Channels spanned TV, online, door stepping, door 
drop and DM. Insulation selling was getting a 
reputation as the new double glazing.

The effect? Most willing to seek assistance have  
done so by now – leaving a core of people who may 
be in desperate need but who have proved immune  
to marketing.

Declining response rates illustrate this. For EAP 
mailings, these have almost halved through the 
lifetime of the scheme from 6% in 2009 to only 3.2% 
in the most recent 2011 mailing.

We had to find a way to reverse this decline and reach 
out to those in need. 

Specific objectives
Given the decline trend, a challenging overall 
response target was set at 3%, in effect ‘holding  
the line’.



THE STRATEGY 
Tackling the barriers that made our audience so immune to past marketing

We faced a huge challenge in engaging an audience who had proved very immune  
to past marketing. Research highlighted a whole series of deeply entrenched barriers 
that creative had to successfully tackle.

AUDIENCE CHALLENGE… CREATIVE SOLUTION…

Marketing weariness and wariness
Our heavily marketed audience had become wary of offers of energy efficiency and insulation advice from 
the private sector.
“It’s usually someone trying to sell you something or get you to change supplier” (EST 2009 Research)
“difficult to know who to trust... who do I listen to?” (TNS research 2012)

Lead in a very visible way with the more trusted Scottish Government / Natural Scotland Brand.
“very popular as a source of information and advice... credibility... trust.... independent of vested 
interest” (TNS research 2012)
Use the power of official looking mail.
A clean, official looking envelope. The minimum external content we felt was vital.  
Official logo and simple copy - ‘…how the Scottish Government could help…’

Cynicism – offers too good to be true.
Similarly, some in our audience have been disappointed by false sales promises of headline savings to 
switch suppliers. This colours all offers of assistance. And living in poverty, many have simply become 
cynical about being helped in a no strings and life changing way.

Use non-sales language.
We deliberately avoided hyperbole. 
Instead, we talked about ‘install central heating at no cost’ (rather than ‘FREE!’) and ‘save money on 
your heating bills’ (rather than SAVE £000’s!).

Self-exclusion – I probably won’t qualify anyway.
Eligibility criteria are a fact of life so we have a very tricky balancing act. 
Enough criteria information to attract (and not off-put) people who may be eligible whilst not attracting 
floods of enquiries that swamp the contact centre.
“prevailing assumption was that most would not qualify for help” (TNS research 2012)

We created an inclusive / exclusive tick box device – and cited big numbers assisted.
Stating ‘If you can say yes to ANY of the following questions then we want to hear from you’. This got 
the balancing act spot on.
We also stated that ‘we’ve already helped 200,000 people like you’ (based on all fuel poverty/energy 
assistance schemes) to show assistance wasn’t a false promise.

Contacting ‘organisations’ doesn’t come easy or naturally. 
Many in our audience don’t come forward easily, living lives that can be quite isolated. 
Some are offline. Others may lack confidence dealing with advice lines. 
It is a real challenge to help them take the first step and get in touch.
“with no clear route to advice, many were inclined to disengage” (TNS research 2012)
“they don’t know who to ask or how” (EST research 2009)

A range of methods made it as easy as possible to get in touch.
•	 telephone 0800
•	 reply paid post
•	 website

We also used a ‘3 steps to a warmer winter’ device to make the process feel straightforward, simple 
and manageable.

The challenge of selling a winter benefit in summer.
When fuel poverty really bites and is front of mind. Energy Suppliers generally market their offers in 
colder weather. All past EAP campaigns were winter based and general enquiry levels (even when no live 
campaigns) are far higher in winter. 
In 2012 the catch 22 was the ambition to implement installations in advance of the coming winter. That 
meant marketing the scheme in summer. 
An unprecedented approach, expected to have an adverse effect on responses. 

Make a virtue out of the ‘un-seasonal’ winter message.
We tackled it head on through leaflet creative. A ‘Snowman on the beach’ and the message ‘Make 
your winter feel like summer’. 
Simple, engaging and positive. Just the reassurance and peace of mind our audience sought.

Delivering a manageable flow of responses.
It is always good DM craft to create a manageable flow of responses and we didn’t want to overload the 
enquiry centre staff.

Use reply options, staged mailings and eligibility tick box device to spread enquiries.
The range of reply options would spread enquiries out and facilitate call back during quieter periods.
We staged 7 mailings over June to mid September 2012. 
The eligibility criteria ‘tick box’ device would exclude those who clearly don’t fall within our target.



PUTTING STRATEGY  
INTO ACTION 
All of our targeting, messaging and audience insight 
was utilised in a mailing where almost every detail 
was crafted and constructed and shaped to work  
as hard as it possibly could. 

It has to get past barriers to get opened, disable 
barriers when read and persuade them that this offer 
is genuine and for once, they should seek help. 

We have to give them everything they need - but no 
more than that. Too little content and they may not 
be persuaded. Too much and they may miss a key 
element or just lose interest.

The craft detail in creative
To best illustrate this attention to detail, we’ve 
annotated some of the many craft elements  
in the mailer to lift the lid on the dark art  
of insightful direct mail.

Tackling head -on 
the challenge of 
selling winter 
benefits in summer.

Make it easier for a 
less confident 
audience to make that 
step to get in touch.

Avoid sales 
language with a 
promise that was 
‘good enough to 
actually be true’.

Tackling 
marketing 
weariness and 
wariness through 
Scottish 
Government 
branding and 
limited external 
content.

An ‘inclusive tick 
box’ to attract all 
those who might 
be eligible.



EXTENDING CREATIVE
Although DM was the dominant 
channel (and the focus for results), the 
creative approach also worked across a 
range  of other partnership channels 
from collateral distributed through 
advice centres to the websites.

Leaflets

Posters

Digital

Email ‘button’ of support

Conference 
bags SWRI

Website presence



RESULTS THAT BUCKED THE 
HISTORIC TREND OF DECLINE...
AND SOME
Despite taking place at an unseasonal, more 
challenging time of the year, the campaign proved 
hugely successful.

Success in summer.  
In the words of Home Energy Scotland:

“THE HIGHEST AND MOST SUSTAINED 
INCREASE IN CALLS EVER SEEN IN  
THE SUMMER”

The graph below shows the spikes and the higher 
trend level for calls in 2012 versus 2010 and 2011.

Success versus challenging targets. Against an 
overall target of 3%, the campaign generated 9,264 
responses to the mailing which equates to a 4.4% 
response rate. 

Success in bucking the long term trend of declining 
response rates to attract an audience who were very 
marketing resistent. Declining response rates from a 
level of 6% in October 2009 to the previous mailing  
of 3.2% in January 2011 were not just halted.  
Our 4.4% response rate reversed the downward  
trend dramatically.

Most importantly, success in helping fuel poverty 
households. Percentages are important but this story 
is about helping people. 

9,264 responses across Scotland.

1,617 passing the detailed scoring criteria and 
receiving full CH, Boiler or insulation installation.

The remaining enquirers benefitting from assistance 
on energy efficiency and access to other schemes. 

Scottish Government estimates average annual 
savings at £669 per household. A massive amount to 
people for whom every penny matters. 

Collectively, the campaign could have put as much as 
£1,081,773 back in the pockets of some of the poorest 
households in Scotland. Savings that will go on for 
many years in homes that are now warm and efficient.

And contributing to reductions in CO2 emissions.
Scottish Government estimates of total carbon 
emission savings annually for the 1,617 homes assisted 
are 4,689 tonnes – equivalent volume to fill 919 
medium sized hot air balloons. 

Home Energy Scotland Enquiry Centre call 
activity Summer 2010 v 2011 v 2012 showing 
spikes for 7 mailings and sustained uplift


